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Multiple Errors Versus Double Errors
By Peter Huntoon

In this age of specialization, new terms are invented
every day to describe some new product or facet of
a subject. Most of these expressions can be called
"jargon." Jargon is normally used by specialists in a
field or profession to further describe some concept;
but in many cases, it is simply used to confuse or cloud
an issue. We in paper money are not immune to this
onslaught and we have quite a bit of fun with our
"language." Most paper money jargon seems to be
justified as it helps explain concisely things that would
otherwise take a lot of words. For example, take the
term "mule" which is used everyday by collectors of
small notes to describe plate check letter varieties.
You and I know the meaning of that one (if you don't
see The Standard Handbook of Modern. U.S. Paper
Money, 2nd Ed., page 10) but suppose we nonchalantly
drop this term on one of our unsuspecting non-collector
friends. He might well wonder who kicked the buck!

Error collecting is growing at an unprecedented rate
because this field offers an unlimited opportunity for
adventure and specialization. With this growth, we
are experiencing a shortage of terms needed to describe
our notes. I would like to rectify at least one of these
fuzzy areas by defining some new jargon. First, before
I try the hard sell on these terms, let me outline the
problem that I wish to avoid.

Once in a while, the lucky error collector discovers
a note that contains more than one mistake or misprint.
Often, the two mistakes are the result of the same
mechanical malfunction; but, in some very rare instances.
the two errors were created by two completely indepen-
dent malfunctions. Are both of these types double
errors? How should we classify errors on star notes;
are these double errors too?

Let us explore this problem with some typical examples
that illustrate the point. Take a sheet of paper that
has become badly wrinkled. Some notes from the sheet
will have two or more gutters (jargon for a wrinkle that
unfolds to leave a white streak through the note).
Should such a note be called a double error? Not in
my book—the gutters are all the result of a single
malfunction.

Now contrast this to a note that has both a gutter
and a mismatched serial number. Notice that the errors
are the result of two independent mechanical malfunc-
tions. This note is a true double error and should
reach a much higher price range due to its uniqueness.
How should we differentiate between the two?

I had the pleasure of discussing this point with Jim
Greene of North Carolina, one of the country's most
avid error collectors. Jim had run across this problem and
had a ready-made solution. Invent a new term! The
terms he suggested were equally sound. Call the error
that results from two independent mechanical or human
malfunctions a DOUBLE ERROR. Call the one with more

than one mistake due to a single malfunction a MULTIPLE
ERROR. This made a lot of sense because the terms were
descriptive as well as distinctive.

Where does this leave star note errors? No place.
which is exactly where I think they belong. Star note
errors are appealing because they normally indicate that
some busy inspector actually replaced an existing error
with another one. Other than that, nothing more can
be said. It happens all the time, as is proven by the
fact that we have no shortage of star errors.

Now that you have been dazzled by the new jargon.
some examples will help show how it can be used effec-
tively. Several photos accompany this article and are
labeled multiple or double errors. An explanation is in
order.

Multiple Errors

The starred $5 Legal Tender error in Figure 1 has
two obvious gutters and three that are very fine and
probably don't show in the photo. This note is ob-
viously the result of a sheet that was badly wrinkled.
Because all the gutters have a common origin. a
wrinkled sheet, the error is classed as a multiple error.
The fact that it is a star note is just icing on the cake.
Had the wrinkles been worse. part of the next note
would have shown in one of the margins on the reverse.
This is very common but still must be classed as a
multiple error.

Figure 2. the $20 with selvedge on the corner and off
center seals and serial numbers. is a little harder to
define. Here, a little knowledge of the printing opera-
tion is in order along with a close look at the note.
It is obvious from the way the corner is cut that the
corner was folded up into a series of overlapping folds.
These folds are, of course. evident in the paper. Does
the selvedge have anything to do with low placement
of the seals and signatures? The answer is yes and if
we follow the printing process. the reason becomes clear.
After the backs and faces are printed. the outer margins
of the sheet are trimmed away before the seals and serials
are overprinted. The selvedge does not affect any printing
so the folds occurred between the face printing and
trimming operation. The corner folds left a relatively
thick wad of paper (four sheets thick) on the corner
of the sheet. Consequently, when the sheet was fed
through the overprinting press, it jammed slightly and
caused the sheet to become skewed, which resulted in
poorly aligned signatures. Dirt and grease on the wad-
ded-up corner of the note is additional evidence that it
actually did jam in the press. The note is given multi-
ple error status because both errors resulted from the
folded-up corner.

Double Errors

The remaining two errors are true double errors and
are indeed show pieces simply because they are so hard
to find. When one calculates the probability of two
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Fig. 1. Multiple error $5 star Legal Tender Note

Fig. 2. Multiple error $20 Federal Reserve Note

Fig. 3. Double error $1 Silver Certificate (gutter on face and
offset transfer on reverse)
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Fig. 4. Double error 1950E New York $50 Federal Reserve Note
(folded-over corner and offset transfer of reverse on folded-over

corner)

errors falling on the same note. the statistics run away
with themselves. The first error. Figure 3, has a gutter
on the face and an offset transfer on the right reverse.
These are two independent errors and happened as
follows: The offset occurred during face printing when
the preceding sheet failed to completely cover the face
plate. The impression roller picked up the ink from
the uncovered portion of the plate and offset this on the
reverse of the next few sheets that passed through the
press. Ours was one of these. However, when the sheet
containing our note was feeding into the face press. it
was also wrinkled and a gutter formed. Consequently.
two absolutely independent mechanical mistakes were
involved in the printing of this note so it is a double
error.

Figure 4 shows a very unique and extremely interest-
ing double error. The lower left corner on the reverse
of the $50 has a queer wing that, in part, mirrors the
"50." The "wing" is, in fact. an offset transfer from

the reverse impression roller. This spectacular variety
was created by folded-over corners on two adjacent
sheets. The corners were folded prior to the reverse print-
ing. The corner of the sheet containing our note was
folded over onto the face of the sheet. This would nor-
mally leave a triangular blank on the reverse corner after
the reverses were printed. The foldover on the preceding
sheet was approximately 3/16ths of an inch further into
the corner than the one carrying this note. When the
impression roller picked up the ink intended for the
corner of the preceding sheet, it nicely offset part of
that ink onto the face of our note. However. since our
sheet was also folded over, the offset landed perfectly
on the foldover tab instead of the face. Now, before
the face was printed, our sheet was unfolded. It con-
tinued through the remaining processes normally and
fortunately escaped the watchful eyes of the inspectors.
This note is called a double error because it received an
offset from a malfunction on the preceding sheet as well
as the triangular foldover that occurred on itself.

WANTED
OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants. Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret. Indian.
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.

Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.
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